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Steel Containers

Models Available:
32x40x24; 4000LB Cap; 170LBs; 16 Cu Ft
36x48x24; 4000LB Cap; 170LBs; 22 Cu Ft

 
Standard 4 way entry

Our standard container features 
formed offset stacking legs. Four-way 
fork truck entry provides maximum 
efficiency and versatility. The B-3 
model has out-turned corrugations 
while the 200-FL has in-turned 
corrugations. The B-3 is available in 
standard sizes noted in the table and 
both are available in custom sizes for 
your specific application.

Many options such as riveted crane 
lugs are also available. Check with our 
engineers if you have a special need.

The Brute

The true heavy weight of our product 
line. The brute offers rugged, extra-
heavy-duty construction for castings, 
forgings, stampings and other hot or 
heavy parts. Higher stacking capability 
allows for greater floor space utilization 
with added safety.
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Steel Containers

Drop Bottom

Drop bottom containers offer a fast, efficient and safe way to move and place parts for 
assembly and many other types of operations. Using one of our custom-designed 
workstations, parts are discharged through the bottom of the container and placed at 
the fingertips of your operator. With a lift truck mast attachment, the drop bottom 
container can be used without a stand enabling, easy discharge of the contents.

Several standard sizes are available and special configurations are available by order. 
Many options are available including in-turned or out-turned corrugations and 
reinforced seams. 

The Flomatic ® gravity-feed steel 
container is ideal for handling in and out of 
process parts. There are no protruding 
corners, chanels or lugs to make lift truck 
handling difficult. Formed offset stacking 
legs permit stackability and four way entry.

Matching workstands have a generous box 
holding area enabling quick spotting of 
containers. Many options are available 
including those pictured below.

Continuous, solid welded seams and 
joints, capped legs and capped door 
angle options minimize the possibility of 
cross-contamination of fasteners between 
containers.  Our container design 
eliminates hiding places for stray parts.

33X48X24;
6000LB Cap;

340LBs;
20 Cu Ft

Models Available:
33x36x18; 4000LB Cap; 190LBs; 11 Cu Ft
33x48x24; 5000LB Cap; 272LBs; 20 Cu Ft
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